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With ideological issues such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, lecturers told of how a vocal minority of international Chinese students are attempting to police
teaching materials and class discussions.
Cultural sensitivity or censorship? Lecturers are finding it difficult to talk about China in class
Domestic anti-pandemic movie Chinese Doctors continued to lead the Chinese mainland box-office chart on Saturday, China Movie Data Information
Network reported Sunday. Chinese Doctors ended its second ...
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Anti-pandemic drama ‘Chinese Doctors’ tops mainland box office
Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam dismisses Washington’s accusation of Beijing eroding the city’s freedoms as ‘totally unsubstantiated’.
National security law: China vows to retaliate against US sanctions on seven officials in charge of Hong Kong affairs
China Liberal Education Holdings Limited (Nasdaq: CLEU) ("China Liberal", the "Company", or "we"), an educational services provider in China,
providing, among other services, smart campus solutions, ...
China Liberal Holds OMO Teaching Seminar with Beijing Foreign Studies University to Explore New Teaching Environment Models
Summary I have to censor myself. This is the reality. I come to Australia and still I’m not free. —Lei Chen (pseudonym), student from mainland China
describing his experience studying in an Australian ...
How China’s Long Reach of Repression Undermines Academic Freedom at Australia’s Universities
Ben Ng, a Hong Kong actor who specializes in playing the "villain" on various TV shows, recently took to China's Twitter-like Sina Weibo to express his
gratitude for finding a job in the Chinese ...
Hong Kong actor expresses gratitude for career opportunity in Chinese mainland
Shares of Vitasoy had their biggest ever drop on Monday after a worker sent around a memo offering condolences to the family of a colleague who stabbed
a Hong Kong policeman, triggering online calls ...
Vitasoy shares plunge after Chinese call online for boycott
As Hongkongers reckon with the closure of one of the city’s mainstream news outlets, drastic political changes and a sweeping national security law, the
city’s keyboard warriors on Wikipedia are also ...
Wikipedia wars: How Hongkongers and mainland Chinese are battling to set the narrative
“Pro-democracy students from mainland ... to Chinese authorities. Many of the students who spoke with VOA Mandarin said they had heard rumors, but
had no evidence, that students received payment for ...
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On Australian Campuses, Chinese Students Fear Beijing's Surveillance
We see four considerations for investors resulting from the recent scrutiny of Didi Chuxing Technology Co. (Didi) and Chinese regulators: 1. The ...
What Does Didi’s Regulatory Situation Mean for Chinese Firms?
We need a Pacific plan that includes credible protection of Taiwan, and a defense budget large enough to support these aims.
A good plan would deter China and protect Taiwan — but we don't have one
Neighbors are urged to report on one another. Children are taught to look for traitors. Officials are pressed to pledge their loyalty.
‘A Form of Brainwashing’: China Remakes Hong Kong
103-140) In the decades following the end of World War II, Hong Kong was a safe harbor for refugees fleeing the political turmoil on the Chinese
mainland, a hot bed of ... and a Cold War perch from ...
Troubling American Women: Narratives of Gender and Nation in Hong Kong
In the report titled “They Don’t Understand the Fear We Have”, the rights group highlights the surveillance of Chinese mainland and Hong Kong students ...
“the misinformation and lack of diverse views ...
HRW: China students create self-censorship environment at Australia universities
Residents living on the Taiwanese islet of Matsu, which is slightly over 5.5 miles from the Chinese mainland ... but the Taiwanese view the island as an
independently ruled, self-governing ...
China's latest tactic to exert control over Taiwan? Using hundreds of dredgers to carve sand from its coast.
Set in 1921, the movie intends to provide a panoramic view of the founding of the Communist ... after its theatrical release in Chinese mainland on
Thursday, according to box office data compiled ...
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Chinese historical film '1921' debuts online in North America
Apple and other foreign information and communications technology (ICT) giants remain welcome in the Chinese mainland. Yet, the reverse no longer ... If
it ignores US views, it will face pressures in ...
Apple caught between US-China wars
“Malaysia normally keeps quiet or protests out of public view when the militarily ... of a vast swath of the South China Sea far from the Chinese mainland
including the waters off the coast ...
China’s alleged breach of Malaysia airspace demonstrates it can ‘split country in two’
If all fly-bys into Taiwan’s air defence identification zone between Pratas and the Chinese mainland are included ... be to ratchet up threats with a view to
both eroding Taiwan’s will ...
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